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rofessionals who are unable to carve out consistent and prescribed times 
for the pursuit of a degree, but who nonetheless have the dedication and ability to succeed at the programs’ 
content. 
 
However, these classes’ asynchronous nature breaks some of students’ assumptions about the structure of 
college courses. Scheduled meetings do more than just support disseminating lecture material or facilitating 
synchronous activities; they establish a classroom cadence and set students’ expectations for the pace and 
routine of the course. Without meetings, these expectations are lost. Moreover, the persistent availability of 
asynchronous material removes scarcity from the experience, and while this is one of the medium’s 
strengths, it may also lure students into unhealthy procrastination.  
 
Thus, asynchronous online classes must actively accomplish that which traditional classes accomplish 
passively through required lecture attendance: creating cadence and incentivizing persistent engagement. 
 
Creating  
Recreating cadence for the online environment requires first, creating a consistent temporal structure to a 
class; and second, communicating that structure to students. Synchronous classes have an implicit structure 
in their lecture meeting times; students generally expect assignments, readings, and other material to follow 
that schedule. Online, no such unit of time exists, and so one must be established. 
 
We recommend taking as a minimum unit of time one class-week; this means setting assignment deadlines 
at the same time each week, attaching lecture and reading tasks to individual weeks rather than days (too 
specific) or sections of material (too general), and targeting an even distribution of work across the multiple 
weeks of the semester. 
 
Figure 1, below, shows an excerpt of the full course calendar of a class constructed according to this 
philosophy. Each week of the term has multiple associated tasks, each with an expected time to complete 
that task. For this class, expected time allotments add up to 10 hours for every week, indicating that the 
workload is evenly distributed. Assignment deadlines are each Sunday at midnight, which establishes in 
students the expectation that they need only look forward toward the next Sunday; they need not worry 
about overlooking a mid-week deadline. They are free to determine when during the week they may find 
10 hours to pursue their coursework.  
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